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Abstract:  
The paper presents the approaching to effective stability consideration for CNC 

machine-tool positional control system in Industrial automation with flexible 

manufacturing system. The problem in this study is stability condition in positional 

control design for CNC machines. The solution to resolve that research problem is to 

design the effective controller design for automation system in reality. There has been 

numerical analysis for stability checks based on the ultimate concepts in the control 

problem formulation. The experimental data are from the specification of the standard 

parameters for practical application. The experimental results and simulation results 

confirm that the developed controller design for specific control system met the high 

performance condition for the automation system design. 
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1. Introduction 

The industrial automation is a vital role to enhance the modern technology for 

industrial engineering. The flexible manufacturing system is one of the solutions for 

many challenging issues for stability analysis on dynamical system in modern 

industries. Many systems operate under computer control, and Figure 1 shows a target 

model of a CNC machine-tool control system [1,2,3]. Information relating to the 

shape of the work-piece and hence the motion of the machine table is stored in a 

computer program. This is relayed in digital format, in a sequential form to the 

controller and is compared with a digital feedback signal from the shaft encoder to 

generate a digital error signal. This is converted to an analogue control signal which, 

when amplified, drives a DC servomotor. Connected to the output shaft of the 

servomotor (in some cases through a gearbox) is a lead-screw to which is attached the 

machine table, the shaft encoder and a tachogenerator [4,5,6,7]. The purpose of this 

latter device, which produces an analogue signal proportional to velocity, is to form 

an inner, or minor control loop in order to dampen, or stabilize the response of the 
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system. The block diagram for the CNC machine-tool control system is shown in 

Figure 2. 

The physical configuration and block diagram representation of CNC machine-tool 

is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2. The fundamental control problem here is that, by 

design, the lead-screw (by the use of re-circulating ball-bearings) is friction-free. This 

means that the positional control system will have no damping, and will oscillate 

continuously at the undamped natural frequency of the closed-loop system 

[8,9,10,11,12,13]. Therefore we have to follow the ultimate concepts for solving the 

stability problems for dynamical systems in the modern industries. In this study, we 

will have to design the effective controller design for automation system in reality. 

 

Figure 1. Computer Numerically Controlled Machine-tool. 

 

Figure 2. Block Diagram of CNC Machine-tool Control System. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the background 

theory of the CNC machine-tool system. Section III mentions the Numerical Design 

Implementation. Section IV points out the results and discussions. Finally, the 

conclusion section is offered in the last section. 

2. Background Theory 

Damping can be introduced a number of ways: 

(a) A dashpot attached to the lead-screw: This is wasteful on energy and defeats the 

objective of a friction-free system. 

(b) Velocity feedback: A signal from a sensor that us the first derivative of the 

output (i.e. velocity) will produce as damping term in the closed-loop transfer 

function. 
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(c) PD control: A PD controller will also provide a damping term. However, the 

practical realization will require an additional filter to remove unwanted high 

frequency noise. 

Most machine-tool manufacturing employ velocity feedback to obtain the necessary 

damping. Since overshoot in a cutting operation usually cannot be tolerated, the 

damping coefficient for the system must be unity, or greater. 

For this study, the machine-tool configuration will be essentially the same as shown 

in Figure, with the exception that: 

(i) A gearbox will be placed between the servo-motor and the lead-screw to provide 

additional torque. 

(ii) The machine table movement will be measured by a linear displacement 

transducer attached to the table. This has the advantage of bringing the table ‘within 

the control-loop’ and hence providing more accurate control.  

System element dynamic equations: With references to Figure 1 and Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Block Diagram of CNC Machine-tool Control System. 

The Controller could be identified as: 

Proportional control gain K1(V/m)  

Control Signal U1(s)=K1(Xd(s)-Xm(s)) 

The Power Amplifier could be modelled as: 

Gain K2(V/V) 

Control signal U2(s)=K2(U1(s)-B2(s)) 

The DC servo motor could be analyzed as: Field controlled, with transfer function 

as shown in Figure 3. It will be assumed that the field time constant Lf/Rf is small 

compared with the dynamics of the machine table, and therefore can be ignored. 

Hence, DC servo-motor gain K3(Nm/V). 

The Gearbox, lead-screw and machine-table could be designed as: With reference 

to Figure 4. (free-body diagram of a gearbox), the motor-shaft will have zero viscous 

friction Cm, hence equation (2.22), using Laplace notation, becomes 

The free-body diagrams for the motor shaft and output shaft are shown in Figure 4. 

Equations of Motion are 

For Motor shaft, 
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θm(s)] 

 

Figure 4. Free-body Diagrams for Reduction Gerabox. 

The output shaft in this case is the lead-screw, which is assumed to have zero 

moment of inertia IO and viscous friction CO. The free-body diagram of the machine-

table and lead-screw are shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Free-body Diagrams of Lead-screw and Machine Table. 

3. Numerical Design Implementation 

For lead-screw, 

Work in =Work out 

bX(t)θO(t)=F(t)xO(t) 

or 

F(t)=bX(t)[ θO(t)/ xO(t)] 

Now the pitch p of the lead-screw is 

p= xO(t)/ θO(t) 

by substituting  
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F(t)=bX(t)/p 

The equation of motion for the machine-table is 

F(t)=mxO 

By equating 

X(t)=1/b[pmxO] 

Taking Laplace transforms 

X(s)=1/b[pms
2
XO(s)] 

By equating 

[pms
2
XO(s)]=b/a[Tm(s)-Ims

2
θm(s)] 

Now 

b/a=gear ratio n 

θm(s)=nθO(s) 

By substituting 

[pms
2
XO(s)]=nTm(s)-nIm(n/p) s

2
XO(s)] 

Or 

nTm(s)=[pm+(n
2
Im/p)] s

2
XO(s) 

Giving the transfer function for the gearbox, lead-screw and machine-table as 

2 2

( )

( / )

O

m m

X s n

T pm n I p s



 

Where the term 2 /mn I p may be considered equivalent mass of Im referred to the 

machine-table 

The Tachogenerator could be developed as: 

Gain H2(Vs/rad) 

Feedback signal B2(s)=H2sθO(s) 

Or, from above equation 

B2(s)=(H2/p)s XO(s) 

The Position transducer could be specified as: 

Gain H1(V/m) 

Feedback signal Xm(s)=H1XO(s) 

The system element dynamic equations can now be combined in the block diagram 

shown in Figure 3. By using the closed-loop standard transfer function equation of
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 , the inner-loop transfer function is  
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Again, using the closed-loop transfer function standard equation of

( )
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, the overall closed-loop transfer function becomes 
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Which can be written in standard from 
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Specification: The CNC machine-table control system is to be critically damped 

with a settling time of 0.1 seconds. 

The Control Problem could be proposed based on the selection of the controller 

gain K1 to achieve the settling time and tachogenerator constant to provide critical 

damping. Table 1 gives the system parameters for the design analysis. 

Table 1. System Parameters. 

Variable Value 

K2 2 V/V 

N 10:1 

M 50 kg 

H1 60 V/m 

K3 4 Nm/V 

p 5×10
-3 

m 

Im 10×10
-6 

kgm
2
 

By calculating of K1, in general, the settling time of a system with critical damping 

is equal to the periodic time of the undamped system, as can be seen in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Unit Step Response of Second Order System. 

This can be demonstrated using unit step response for critical damping 

 ( ) 1 1ot

O ox t e t
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Thus, for a settling time of 0.1 seconds for a system that is critically damped, the 

undamped natural frequency is 

2
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n
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s


    

Comparing the closed-loop transfer function given in above equation with the 

standard form 
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Again, comparing with the standard from 
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4. Results and Discussions 

Figure 7 shows the Bode Plot for CNC Machine-tool Position Control System. 

According to the bode plot for the closed-loop transfer function, the magnitude plots 

and phase responses are seen to be met with the standard condition of the stability 

response for the unknown system. The gain margin and phase margin values are also 

fitted with the high performance response of the system in control system design. 

Figure 8 demonstrates the Nyquist Plot for CNC Machine-tool Position Control 

System.  

There is no encirclement and enclosed loop for the system performance and this 

responses say the performance stability checks of the system is met with the stability 

standard. 

Figure 9 illustrates the Root Locus Plot for CNC Machine-tool Position Control 

System. This system could not find the roots in the right hand side of the s-plane and 

these responses say that the stability performances are met with the standard values.  
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Figure 7. Bode Plot for CNC Machine-tool Position Control System. 

 

Figure 8. Nyquist Plot for CNC Machine-tool Position Control System. 

 

Figure 9. Root Locus Plot for CNC Machine-tool Position Control System. 

Figure 10 mentions the Closed-loop Stability Response for CNC Machine-tool 

Position Control System. According to the closed-loop stability response of the CNC 

Machine-tool positional control system, there is no overshoot in this response. The 

response is nearly met with critical damped and the settling time is only 0.1 second 

for the stability condition. This results confirmed that the developed numerical 
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implementation for stability analyses for CNC Machine-tool positional control system 

was met the high performance stability condition in reality. 

 

Figure 10. Closed-loop Stability Response for CNC Machine-tool Position Control System. 

5. Conclusion 

The paper was proved the stability condition in positional control design for CNC 

machines in the real control system. The first analysis was performed based on the 

numerical consideration for respective gain and other parameters. After that, the 

stability check for the closed-loop stability response of the CNC Machine-tool 

positional control system was completed. Based on the various stability tests with 

Bode, Nyquist, Root Locus and closed-loop analyses, the responses say that the 

analyzed and implemented control system was met the high performance control 

system design for real world applications.  
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